At present most practical electrical auction schemes that based on secret sharing, group signature and hash chain assume the existence of a trusted thid party, while the schemes that based on commitment, zero knowledge or homomorphic encryption without the TTP model face the problem of high cost of communication and computation. The double auction scheme proposed by Bogetoft is based on secure multiparty computation without a TTP and get very high efficiency. In this article, we improve the above scheme. Based on secret sharing and constant round safe comparing protocol, we reduce the requirement of honest majority in the original scheme. We improve the security of the scheme while maintain the high efficiency.
Introduction
With the development of electronical commerce, more and more electronical auntion appear on the internet. Electronical auntion can be sorted as English auction, Holand auction and sealed-bid auction according to bid fashion, or sorted as first price auction and second price auction according to winning price [1] .
Sealed-bid auction catch most attention in the research field. Franklin [2] gave the earliest sealed-bid electronical auction protocol based on secret sharing, Kudo [3] proposed the distributed auction system based on public key encryption scheme, Sakurai [4] gave the auction scheme based on group signature, Suzuki [5] construct hash chain protocol based on the onewayness and high efficiency of hash function, and make the protocol very efficiently, but the protocols rely on trusted auctioneer or other trusted third party, and the condition is not fulfiled in the real world. Beside this kind of protocol, Abe [6] proposed receipt free auction based on Chameleon commitment and interactive zero knowledge proof, Brandt [7] proposed perfect secure auction based on homomorphic encryption,but these protocols had high comunication and computation cost, and can't be used to realize large scale practical system. Bogetoft [8] proposed a double electronical auction system based on secret sharing,safe comparing and other multiparty computation technique. There is no TTP in the A double auction scheme based on secret sharing and safe comparing protocol 61 scheme and it get high efficiency. In this article, we make further improvement on the Bogetoft scheme,reduce the condition of honest majority, make the scheme more secure and maintain the high efficiency.
preliminaries

Double electronical auction
In Double electronical auction scenario, there are many buyers and sellers. For goods to be traded, every buyer give the amount he want to buy at every price, and every seller give the amount he want to sell at every price. All the data are sent to the auctioneer and the total supply S and total demand D on every price are computed. It can be assumed that with the rise of the price, total supply increase and total demand decrease, and there must be a price that S equal to D. The price is called the clearing price of the market, and at this price all the bidder give their amount will trade according to their amount.
In the concrete scenario of Bogetoft scheme, the parties are producers of the goods, the default auctioneer is the company D which purchase the goods. The target to be traded is the contract between the producers and the company, trading is between the producers.To realize the trading, a scheme with correctness, fairness and security should be designed.
Double auction in the scenario need special security feature, for the data of every bidder reveal some private information, such as his economic status and his productivity. And because the situation of company D in the market, the producer don't want it to be the auctioneer, for it may use the private information in the auction to get advantage in the new contract signing. On the other side, because the authorized amount in the contract is related to the company, and it has responsibility to the contract, the company want to attent the auction to make sure about the fairness of the auction. Because of the distrust among the producers and the company, and the high cost of engage a trusted organization to be the auctioneer, a electronical auction system based on secure multi-party computation without a TTP is a better approach for the situation.
Constant round safe comparing protocol
In the electronical auction protocol based on secure multi-party computation, safe comparing protocol is the basic sub-protocol, and is the most time-consuming sub-protocol, its efficiency will affect the auction efficiency directly. In the Bogetoft scheme a safe comparing protocol with logarithmic round was used, and the most efficient protocol now is const round. We change a const round safe comparing protocol based on homomorphic encryption to a protocol based on secret sharing, and make it convenient to be embeded in the Bogetoft scheme, and make it more efficient.
Bogetoft auction protocol based on SMPC
In Bogetoft scheme, a multi-party computation was used to play the role of auctioneer, the parties in the computation include company D, organization of the producers and the project designer. In the scheme, the input data from the clients was shared among the three parties through secret sharing, and the clearing price was calculated through multi-party among the three servers.
It is assumed that there exist point-to-point secure channel between servers, this can be realized by standard cryptography tools. A standard secret sharing was used among the n servers. The computation was in a prime field p Z .It is assumed that there exists a static passive adversary, which can corrupt any number of clients and minority of servers. A polynomial f was randomly choosed to share a number x ，which the degree is no more than t. Let (0) fx = , and the shares of x are (1),..., ( ) f f n .
[ x ]was used to represent the set of shares of x . In the concrete scene of the scheme, 3 n = and 1 t = . The scheme is composed of these parts: Setup: It is assumed that before computation, public and private key pairs are generated for servers. That is, for every unauthorized server set A, there is a private key A sk and a public key A pk for all the servers outside A.
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A double auction scheme based on secret sharing and safe comparing protocol Non-interactive input: Not as general sharing method, a non-interactive VSS method was used, and a simple edition was get when 3 n = . We assume that there are three key pairs ( , ( ) ( ) ( ) [u] mod p which will be 1 with probability 1/2 and -1 with probability 1/2. Therefore, [(w -1 u + 1)/2 mod p] will produce the random shared binary value we wanted.
Safe comparing: In the protocol below, we assume it can access the functionality F including the parts above. We define a operator ◇ on bit-pairs as below: . So we can assume that Å on binary values is available, and so ◇ can also be implemented. It is easy to verify that ◇ is associative. ,open and output res。 Based on the sub-protocols above, it is easy to compute the total demands and total supplies on the price chain securely, and make bisearch on the price chain based on safe comparing of total demands and total supplies. Finaly with UC composition theorem the double auction protocol can be securely realized.
Improved double auction scheme
The condition of honest majority is required in the Bogetoft scheme, but in some real-life situation this requirement may not be fulfiled. So we improve the original protocol, make the original server as adding server and add another two comparing server. At the input stage, the data of client are blinded and shared between the adding servers. The adding servers complete the computation of total supplies and total demands and send them to comparing servers seperately and securely. The comparing servers do secure comparing of total supplies and total demands on the price chain with bisearch and at the position where total supply equal to total demand they get the clearing price. Because the new scheme is based on the safe comparing, there should be a safe comparing protocol with high round efficiency and high computation efficiency.
1 Constant round safe comparing based on secret sharing
Let's assume the safe parameter be k. A big prime p with 2k+1 bit shoud be generated first, and the follow computation should be done in the finite field p Z . Let's assume Alice take the input a , Bob take the input b , while their bit number do not exceed k. Alice and Bob may carry out the follow protocol to compare their inputs without leak information about them to each other.
CCOM safe comparing protocol is as follow: and if some adding servers whose number not exceeding t lost their keys,other adding servers could help to recover their keys,so this scheme inherit the robustness of the Bogetoft scheme.
Conclusion
In this article we argue the double auction protocol and the realization scheme, we improve the Bogetoft scheme, reduce the requirement of honest majority condition, and realize better security, and we also make some improvement in the efficiency of the scheme. The scheme can be used in situations which require more security and better efficiency.
